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BODY FAT SCALE
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

* Feature:
1. It can be used for weigh weight as normal weight scales
2. Fat measuring instrument, can weigh weight, at the same time, plan moisture rate
measured fat rate, muscle a bone mass and basic metabolism etc. body composition.

* Specification:
Weighing scope/dividing value: 5 kg-180 kg / 0.1 kg
Fat rate scope/dividing value: 5-50% / 0.1%
Moisture rate scope/dividing value: 20-70% / 0.1%
Applicable height range: 75-225 cm
Applicable scope of age: 10-85 years old
Capacity: 5 kg-180kg
Unit: kg, lb. st.
It can store 12 personal data
Overload Indication: Err; Low power Indication: Lo
Tempered safety glass platform: 280*280*5mm
Display: LCD and backlight
Size of display: 75*30mm
Battery: 2*AAA
Voltage display: The battery voltage is less than 2.4 V, shows "Lo" 2 seconds after the
auto power-off
The auto power-off: no operation about 10 seconds will automatically be turned off

Function keys: UP, SET, DOWN

* Instruction Manual
1. Parameter Enactment
a. Press Key SET to turn on (every time turn on scale to set it), User serial number (n=0-
11) flicker, press key  or  (increase by degrees or degression Number cycle) to
choose the number which you want (this item can supply 12, using 0-11 expressing), then
press SET to confirm. If there is no operation within 3 seconds, system will confirm
automatically current flicker number is the current user measure data.
b. After user number enactment, gender sign start flicker. Now press  or  to choose
gender, Press SET to confirm, if there is no operation, it will be turn off automatically
within 20 seconds.
c. After gender enactment, age will start flicker. Now press  or  to adjust age, press

SET
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SET to conform. If there is no operation, it will turn off automatically within 20 seconds.
d. After age enactment, height will start flicker. Now press  or  to adjust height,
press SET to conform. If there is no operation, it will turn off automatically within 20
seconds.
e.  After All the data enactment, showing “0.0”,mean you can start to weigh fat

2. Measure
1. Measure weight
a. Under the turn off, please move on reposefully the scale, screen will show your weight,
after 3 times, it will be locked.
b. If there is no operation, it will be turn off automatically within 10 second.

2. Measure body fat, water, muscle, bone, calorie, weight. BMI
Please bare feet stand steadily on the scale ,feet with two electrode contact , body don’t
swing .The screen will show your weight value , stability weight data flashing three time
then be locked , it will indicate fat, water, muscle, bone, calorie, weight , each measurement
value  will be displayed for two seconds , alternating cycle three times after the automatic
shutdown .

Usage Notes:
1. Ensure that the scale is placed on a hard & level surface; otherwise the result will be
inaccurate if on the carpet or uneven ground.
2. Keep scale surface dry to avoid accident by slipping.
3. When weighing please take off the socks, shoes and clothes, at relatively fixed time
before meal.
4. In order to measure precision, not recommend to weight in 2 hours after getting up.
5. Please put the scale in a dry place to protect the internal electronic components.
6. Please use micro cloth to clean the scale, not immersed in water.
7. Please don’t remove the scale except replace the battery.
8. Please don’t use heavy percussion or falls from a height.
9. Please don’t persistent put heavy on the scale to avoid damage to the high precision
sensor.

CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THIS PRODUCT
The symbol on the unit, packing materials and/or documentations means used
electrical and electronic units and batteries should not be toss in the garbage
with ordinary household garbage. These units should be pass to special receiving

point.
For additional information about actual system of the garbage collection address to the
local authority.
Valid utilization will help to save valuable resources and avoid negative work on the public
health and environment which happens with incorrect using garbage.
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